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Abstract—The additive rate-distortion function (ARDF) is
defined as the minimum mutual information over an additive
test channel followed by estimation. We consider the special case
of quadratic distortion and where the noise in the test channel
is Gaussian distributed and show that unconditional incremental
refinement, i.e., where each refinement is encoded independently
of the other refinements, is ARDF optimal in the limit of low
resolution, independently of the source distribution.
I. INTRODUCTION
The additive rate-distortion function (ARDF) consists of an
additive test channel followed by estimation. We are interested
in analyzing the ARDF at low resolutions and consider the
special case where the test channel’s noise is Gaussian and
the distortion measure is the MSE. We establish a link to the
mutual information – minimum mean squared estimation (I-
MMSE) relation of Guo et al. [8] and show that unconditional
incremental refinement, i.e., where each refinement is encoded
independently of the other refinements, is ARDF optimal
in the limit of low resolution, independently of the source
distribution.
II. RESULTS
We refer the reader to [1] for the proofs of the lemmas
presented in this section.
Lemma 1. Let Yi =
√
γX + Ni, i = 0, . . . , k − 1,
where Ni |= X, ∀i. Moreover, let X be arbitrarily distributed
with variance σ2X and let N0, . . . , Nk−1, be zero-mean unit-
variance i.i.d. Gaussian distributed. Then
lim
γ→0
1
γ
I(X;Y0, . . . , Yk−1) = k lim
γ→0
1
γ
I(X;
√
γX +N0)
=
k log2(e)
2
σ2X
and
lim
γ→0
1
γ
[
1
var(X|Y1, . . . , Yk−1)
− 1
σ2X
]
= k,
where var(X|Y ) denotes the MMSE due to estimating X from
Y .
Lemma 2. Let Yi =
√
γX + Ni, i = 0, . . . , k − 1, where
Ni |= X,∀i, and N0, . . . , Nk−1. Let X be arbitrarily dis-
tributed with variance σ2X and let N0, . . . , Nk−1, be zero-
mean unit-variance i.i.d. Gaussian distributed. Let Z be arbi-
trarily distributed and correlated with X but independent of
Ni, ∀i. Then
lim
γ→0
1
γ
I(X;Y0, . . . , Yk−1|Z) =
k log2(e)
2
var(X|Z).
Remark 1. Lemmas 1 and 2 basically extend the I-MMSE
relation of Guo et al. [2] to the case of several variables and
side information, respectively. By doing this, an interesting
connection to source coding is made. In particular, let an arbi-
trarily distributed source X be encoded into k representations
Yi =
√
γX + Ni where {Ni}, i = 1, . . . , k, are mutually in-
dependent, Gaussian distributed, and independent of X . Then
Lemma 1 reveals that I(X;Y1, . . . , Yk) ≈
∑
i I(X;Yi) at low
rates. This is interesting since conditional source coding is
generally more complicated than unconditional source coding,
i.e., creating descriptions that are individually optimal and
at the same time jointly optimal is a long standing problem
in information theory, where it is known as the multiple
descriptions problem [3]. Furthermore, if side information Z,
where Z is independent of Ni, i = 1, . . . , k, but arbitrarily
jointly distributed with X , is available both at the encoder
and decoder, then Lemma 2 shows that I(X;Y1, . . . , Yk|Z) ≈∑
i I(X;Yi|Z).
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